Instruction for exercise on addressing key national water issues and achieving water goals through an IWRM approach

Aim:
To understand what is the point of IWRM and why it is an approach worth taking

Form:
• 5 groups (same as for working session A) with one resource person in each group
• Group work facilitation, 1 facilitator/rapporteur per group
• One big wall space for first presentation
• Flip charts for second presentation
• Projector for complementary presentation by facilitator

Process:
• What are the main issues and problems for water resource management in your countries? Write on cards. 10 mins
• Post cards on one wall in clusters
• Redistribute a few issues to each group and ask them to think about how an IWRM approach can help solve these issues
• Nominate presenter/rapporteur

Output/reporting:
• Presentation by rapporteur (5 minutes) using flip chart
• Facilitate discussion after each presentation